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In an interview with Sylvère Lotringer, Paul Virilio proposes building what he calls a “Museum of Accidents” to demonstrate that accidents are intrinsic to contemporary technological systems of social organization. Virilio says that “Each invention creates the possibility of a specific failure: the train creates the derailment; the ship creates the shipwreck; the airplane creates the plane crash; and the car creates the car crash.” As Virilio sees it, the problem is that these accidents are coded as anomalies in an otherwise functioning system, which has the effect of containing the accident as an aberration—an abject disruption of the system instead of part of the system itself—“something that shouldn’t have happened and would take everyone by surprise.” The Museum of Accidents would not only commemorate accidents as “integral” to a technological society but also be organized experientially so that visitors to the museum would have to perform the accident in some sense as they move through the museum. Virilio argues that a Museum of Accidents is necessary because “the accident has to be exposed, to play on words: exposing oneself to accident or exposing the accident. The major accident is the Medusa of modernity. To look Medusa in the face, you have to use a mirror. Its face has to be turned around, and this is the aim of the Museum of Accidents.” If such a Museum were created, Virilio says, the accident might begin “to have a place in history, through its memory”; it might begin “to have a place not simply as an accident, but as an element that runs parallel to positivity.”

I would like to suggest that a version of Virilio’s Museum of Accidents already exists, but not exactly in the form he articulates. The Museum is not located in a singular place that archives and curates displays of accidents to the public through some institutional apparatus officially designated with the power to do so. Instead, the Museum is radically dispersed and collectively authored. Like Virilio’s Museum, it hails visitors through complex dynamics of mirroring and distancing that expose the accident to viewers and expose the connections between the viewer and the accident. Most important, it is even more “experiential” than Virilio’s vision of a Museum, taking the “museum” to visitors out there on the roads and streets of the automotive landscape where car accidents themselves occur, emplacing it in such a way as to make accidents visible right next to cars and drivers going about the business of automobility, where people encounter evidence of the “negative” fatal accident while performing the “positive” of autonomous mobility.

I am speaking of roadside car crash shrines, vernacular memorial assemblages built by private individuals at sites where family and friends have died in automobile accidents, either while driving cars or motorcycles or being hit by cars as pedestrians, bicyclists, or motorcyclists. Prevalent for decades in Latin America and in the American Southwest, roadside car crash shrines are now seen throughout the U.S. and around the world. Some are simply small white crosses, almost silent markers of death sites; others are elaborate collections of objects, texts, and materials from all over the map culturally and physically, all significantly brought together not in the home or in a cemetery but on the roadside, in drivable public space, a space of what Raymond Williams has called “mobile privatization”: a public space where private individuals perform private identities, together.

Every year in the U.S., around 40,000 people die and over two million people are injured in some of the more than six million car crashes reported to the police. The numbers have trended downwards for the last thirty years, with a peak of nearly 55,000 reached in 1973. Even with the

Figure 7.1 Soledad Canyon Road, South of Palmdale, California, 2006. Photo by author.
we have instead are the shrines themselves: a collection of dispersed visual, material, and spatial forms we encounter on the roadside.

I argue that roadside car crash shrines remember trauma through a visual/material form that, like trauma itself, intrudes upon the everyday spaces in which they are located. As crash shrines memorialize private individuals in public space, they embody both a refusal to accept car crash deaths as collateral damage within automobility and an affective reminder to other drivers that the everyday traumas of automobility are not only individual traumas, but part of a collective trauma. The best way to see this spatially-defined dynamic operating is to place roadside car crash shrines not only within the discourses of trauma, memory, and memorialization, but also within the discourse of automobility. There, it becomes clear that when the family and friends of crash victims build shrines in the public right-of-way to help them work through their own traumas, these shrines also form a kind of vicarious trauma witnessed by other drivers. Passing drivers may not know what happened at the site, but seeing the shrine, they will clearly know that a death occurred, making space for a quiet but palpable recognition that the everyday traumas experienced within automobility are not a by-product of automobility but are instead central to its functioning.12

As spatially anchored stories of loss and defiance that transform a personal trauma into a public trauma, roadside shrines to car accident victims give visual, material, and spatial form to private memories that would otherwise be lost, ignored, or invisible. As such, they constitute a distinctive kind of memory with a distinctive kind of collective, and my analysis of them will contribute to the ongoing work of scholars of visual culture, material culture, and critical cultural geography engaged in understanding spatially anchored visual and material public memory forms. In performing and embodying memory visually and materially, shrines work against the personal and cultural acts of denial that allow drivers to step into their cars every day knowing that they could die at any moment but believing that it would never happen to them. In short, they deny denial. And seen this way, roadside car crash shrines start to look a lot like Virilio’s Museum of Accidents.

ROAD TRAUMA AND CULTURAL MEMORY

The dominant model of trauma in trauma studies, derived from the work of Freud and associated with contemporary theorists such as Cathy Caruth, Bessel Van Der Kolk, and Onno Van Der Hart, emphasizes dissociation. Trauma separates the self from the conscious cognitive experience of and thus the memory of a traumatic event, which makes traumatic memory function outside narrative, living in the affective realm, where it is primarily experienced in belated, latent, intrusive repetition.13 As Roger Luckhurst argues, the traumatic subject, both individual and cultural, is “dispersed
‘horizontally’ in various forms of dissociation. It cannot remember itself to itself; it has no cohesive narrative.” Consequently, as Ann Kaplan writes, because trauma does not produce narrative memory and “because the traumatic experience has not been given meaning, the subject is continually haunted by it in dreams, flashbacks, and hallucinations.” The goal of trauma therapy is then to “work-through” trauma to bridge that gap of dissociation so that the subject can not only “remember itself to itself,” but also communicate that memory to others.

This understanding of trauma originated in psychoanalytic theory and practice, where it was first applied in individual psychotherapy. But trauma scholars also have applied this model to understand collective forms of trauma such as war, genocide, forced migration, and natural disasters as well, developing a body of work particularly concerned with the role of collective trauma in both the need for and struggle over cultural memory. The question here is: if a group of people experiences trauma, does it produce a similar dissipative process that shapes how that trauma is remembered and communicated? Does the memory of large-scale cultural trauma take the form of intrusive “dreams, flashbacks, and hallucinations” as well? More recently, scholars analyzing the news media coverage of events like September 11th also have argued that the mediated collective experience of trauma takes similar forms as it is incorporated into cultural memory. For example, Alison Landsberg characterizes the shared memory of mediated events as a form of “prosthetic memory.” Similarly, Ann Kaplan applies the terms “secondary trauma” and “vicarious trauma”—terms originally used by psychotherapists to describe the traumas therapists experience as they help their clients work through trauma—to contemporary media audiences’ experiences of trauma through television, film, and photojournalism.

My work on shrines seeks to bring together these two strands within trauma studies—the study of direct individual experiences of large-scale trauma and the study of vicarious witnessing of trauma—to theorize roadside shrines as isolated, individual material forms of vicarious trauma memories of an otherwise large-scale trauma dispersed throughout the material and cultural landscape. A single car crash is immensely traumatic to the people directly involved, and friends and family members who build shrines create a shared space for mourning through the shrine. But what about for those of us driving by? How is road trauma shared publicly, and what kind of collective is formed though that sharing? How is it similar to and different from other forms of traumatic collective memory?

When individual traumatic memories of road deaths are shared in public, the act of sharing them opens up a potential space for connection through the experience of vicarious trauma. In this, they are like other “public” traumas. For instance, Roger Luckhurst argues that when traumatic subjects form a collective, it is a potentially intense but always also contingent, fragile, and effervescent public, built on what he calls “temporary communalities.” However, the trauma represented by roadside shrines is both unlike the sustained, collective, and catastrophic trauma of war, genocide, or forced migration and unlike the equally dispersed but more distanced experience of audiencing trauma through media technologies.

The kind of memory performed at roadside shrines could be seen as a form of intrusive familial remembrance of transgenerational knowledge of trauma at a cultural scale, the kind that has been theorized as “post-memory” in Holocaust studies and as “re-memory” in diaspora studies. Marianne Hirsch uses the term “post-memory” to describe the ways that the transgenerational memory of the Holocaust is lived as an embodied memory for the descendants of Holocaust victims. Ann Kaplan notes that “in transgenerational trauma subjects are haunted by tragedies affecting their parents, grandparents, or ancestors from far back without conscious knowledge. In a sense, transgenerational trauma is a kind of unconscious vicarious trauma.” Likewise, Divya Tolia-Kelly, writing about the domestic shrines of British Asian women, calls such embodied experiences of diffused private/public memories “re-memories.” Tolia-Kelly defines re-memory as “a form of synthesized embodied heritage” that is stimulated by material sights, sounds, scents and textures and felt as “an intimate resonance with past narratives of others’ not known”—a visceral personal memory even for people without direct personal experience of the people, places, and things the memory represents.

Road traumas can certainly generate transgenerational post-memories and re-memories as their stories are translated through family stories and family rituals, but for strangers it would work differently. Roadside shrines establish this same kind of diffused, indirect relationship between the traumas they represent and the people driving by them who witness them, but ultimately, the public trauma represented in car crash shrines is most like the kinds of “everyday traumas” recently engaged in the recent work of Ann Cvetkovich and Kathleen Stewart. Cvetkovich has collected an analysis of lesbian sites of trauma into “an archive of feelings,” which allowed her to identify and explore “a sense of trauma connected to the textures of everyday experience,” where “affective experience can provide the basis for new cultures.” Cvetkovich shows how trauma texts—and the act of collecting dispersed trauma texts—can create temporary affective affiliations that can be used to both break through existing collectives and form new collectives. Likewise, Kathleen Stewart collects everyday acts that seek to create at least a temporary “we-feeling.” Such an “ordinary affect... permeates politics of all kinds with the demand that some kind of intimate public of onlookers recognize something in a space of shared impact. If only for a minute.”

A roadside shrine is just such a momentary “space of shared impact,” where drivers speeding by a shrine are presented with intrusive cultural flashbacks of vicarious traumas that pertain directly to the activity they are presently embarked upon: driving a car through the spaces of automobility.
Shrines form a dispersed material "archive" of traumatic experiences within the public right of way that, as Stewart puts it, "demand that some kind of intimate public of onlookers recognize something." Like the affiliations focused on everyday trauma that Cvetkovich studies, shrines are mediations of trauma that themselves take the form of traumatic memory—intrusive, affective, visual, material—and do not so just for the people who knew and loved those who died at the site, but also for the rest of us who drive past them. If the shrines were not located on the roadside, they would not work the same way at all, for as Elizabeth Hallam and Jenny Hockey write, when a site of accidental death is actively performed and commemorated in public space, the site "materializes memories," and the original space of the trauma itself plays a critical role in the process.24

Roadside shrines are an intrusive presence in the roadscape, an affective reminder of the everyday traumas of automobility. But they are also affective reminders that we are living in denial because we appear to need denial about the prevalence and immanence of automobile deaths. There they sit, these silent witnesses to another reality that won't go away, no matter what we may wish, reminding us to remember that we forget. As individual shrine builders heal through repeating their encounter with the affective memory embodied in the shrine site, they bring the trauma to the rest of us, giving us an intrusive traumatic memory for us to work through in a different way. Together, they comprise an embodied, material refusal to either ignore car crash deaths or accept car crash deaths as a matter of course. Together, they deny denial by performing a "Museum of Accidents" on the roadside, where drivers driving by them are forced to experience them as something intimately connected with their own mobility.

TRAUMA, MEMORY, AND AUTOMOBILITY

Roadside car crash shrines are part of a wider worldwide phenomenon: something that folklorist Jack Santino calls "spontaneous shrines."28 With roots reaching deeply and widely through many different cultural traditions, shrines to people who die suddenly in car accidents, murders, and political violence have proliferated in recent years. Consider Oklahoma City, Princess Diana, the Space Shuttle Columbia, Columbine, September 11th, and others. All spontaneous shrines aim to "make sense of senseless deaths"—deaths made surprising in a socio-cultural context where we "have gained such control over death that we now expect to die only of old age."29 Spontaneous shrines memorialize "unanticipated violent deaths of people who do not fit into categories of those we expect to die, who may be engaging in routine activities in which there is a reasonable expectation of safety." 30

Like roadside shrines, all spontaneous shrines are located not in cemeteries but within those spaces of everyday life where the unexpected deaths occurred—on roadside rights-of-way, sidewalks, fences, buildings, etc. Jack Santino argues that spontaneous shrines "insert and insist upon the presence of absent people"—they "place deceased individuals back into the fabric of society, into the middle of areas of commerce and travel, into everyday life as it is being lived."31 Indeed, Santino calls them "performative commemoratives," and argues that because they occur in the public sphere, spontaneous shrines are both commemorative (dedicated to sustaining the memory of individuals and events) and performative (meant to "make something happen"—to materially transform the space of the event, the significance of an event, and anyone who interacts with the site).32 The clearest example of this is when a spontaneous shrine performatively commemorates a singular violent event with manifest (though not monolithic) cultural significance, such as the World Trade Center explosions, which produced a "Ground Zero" serving as the locus for negotiating cultural memory.33 The question then is what role space plays in more dispersed traumas such as the car crash, which works on an entirely different scale.

If the spatial anchorage of all spontaneous shrines is inseparable from what they do and how they do it, the space where roadside car crash spontaneous shrines exist is particularly important. Instead of being contained in a finite time and space where it can be celebrated, suppressed, managed, or ignored, affective traumatic memory intrudes upon consciousness, demanding an embodied experience of trauma right there, right then, all over again. And this is just like a roadside shrine, which is not only a materialization of the trauma of the individuals involved in that specific shrine, but a materialization of the larger social and cultural trauma associated with cars and car culture—the trauma of unassimilated, abject deaths with nowhere to go. Roadside car crash shrines can be consciously or unconsciously ignored, but once they do register with drivers, they work to represent and perform vicarious trauma—an intrusive, repetitive reminder of the trauma of others that simultaneously speaks to and speaks of automobility as it speaks out of automobility.

Here I am drawing on Jill Bennett's distinction between affective memory and narrative memory. Where narrative memory works in and through linguistic representation to be about a memory, affective memory is where "affective experience is not simply referenced, but activated or staged in some sense" by a process of "registering and producing affect," which produces "not so much a speaking of but speaking out of a particular memory or experience."34 In this moment of contact between bodies that feel memories, even strangers potentially can feel another's pain as their own, not in an act of colonization of the other or even of projection of sameness, but just the opposite: feeling another's pain as a wound that ruptures the subject/object split instead of as the distanced pain of a contained other; it is "the point at which one both feels and knows feeling to be the property of an other."35 Roadside shrines create memory spaces that can work on strangers as they work for intimates, and their location on the side of the
road, where they can speak of and speak from automobility at the same time, opens a space not only for memory, but for recognition.

In this case, recognition is necessary to both revealing and mitigating structural forgetting. Erika Doss argues that spontaneous memorials are part of a larger contemporary “memorial mania” in the U.S.—a kind of “manic” and excessive compulsion to memorialize ordinary life in “visibly public contexts” that reveals a culture with an anxious relationship to time, history, and memory. This is a point Marita Sturken also makes in Tourists of History, where she argues that the “surprise” of events like the Oklahoma City bombing and the 9/11 terrorist attacks is in part attributable to the prevailing attitude towards history and public memory in the contemporary U.S. However, while I also see roadside car crash shrines representing these larger contemporary cultural discourses about trauma, death, and memory, I think it is even more important to locate shrines specifically and concretely within the discourse of automobility, which produces an additional layer of structural forgetting of everyday trauma in the U.S.

Part of this structural forgetting is due to the nature of road deaths themselves. Roadside car crash shrines are distinguished not only by their intimate spatial connection to automobility but also in the fact that they often memorialize local deaths of relatively unknown people—the kinds of deaths that hardly make the local papers, much less around-the-clock cable news coverage. Where some violent deaths can be made meaningful as cultural sacrifices by using spontaneous shrines to recuperate private deaths within discourses of nation and citizenship, the deaths of ordinary people who die in car crashes resist sense-making at the national, global, or even local scale. As Gregory Ulmer argues, this is because “traffic fatalities are fundamentally ‘abject’; if they perform a cultural sacrifice on behalf of some larger cultural value, that value ‘remains inarticulate, within the bodies and behaviors of individuals in the private sphere, untransformed, nontranscendent, unredeemed.’” In the absence of some larger public apparatus designed to shift each act of memory from “the sphere of one-at-a-time individual personal loss to the public sphere of collective identity,” individual mourners remembering road deaths are left to take matters into their own hands. But it is more than that. The very feature that gives a roadside shrine its material affect—its unique spatial relationship to a site of trauma—is the thing that keeps car crash memorial practices dispersed, and thus mitigates seeing them as a collective. Shrine builders consistently maintain that the site of death is central to the practice of building car crash shrines, mostly because shrine builders tend to see the sites not as death sites, but as “last alive” sites. Moving the memorial elsewhere would negate the shrine’s function as a spatially unique portal between the living and the dead, where mourning intervenes in the site of trauma.

Ubiquitous but dispersed, roadside shrines do not cohere in time or space to seem like anything more than a statistical (as opposed to a cultural) collective. One of the purposes of my larger study of car crash shrines, then, has been to build my own archive—to perform my own act of collective witnessing of road trauma so that I can then share it with others, as I am doing in this chapter. This is a goal I share with Jennifer Clark, who takes a similar approach in her study of roadside shrines in Australia and New Zealand. Clark argues that roadside shrines represent “the only way to register and put into public debate repeated road death as the disturbing outcome of automobility”; and even then, they exist as “an accumulation of small crashes” that have “the numbers” but not “the purpose” to elevate them or collect them into a palpable group. Learning to see shrines “can challenge us to broaden our idea of motoring heritage” to include the “dark side” of the cultural history of the automobile and car culture into a collective heritage, or cultural memory, of both the benefits and costs of automobile-centered mobility.

As a form of memory, car crash shrines are as quiet as they are ubiquitous. Experienced as they are by most people as small features of a striated landscape flying by outside the windshield or window, they can’t hope to “say” much beyond their materiality. Compared to other more official and elaborate forms of cultural memory such as statuary, historical markers, named buildings, streets, etc., a roadside shrine is particularly mute. But it does carry a certain power—the power of “spatially anchored” material self-evidence. Indeed, the material situatedness of a roadside shrine—its location at or near the location where someone died on the road—is its primary claim for authority, forming the foundation of the self-evident material appeal to undeniability it makes upon passers-by: here, right where the shrine is, something terrible happened, and this shrine simultaneously represents and performs that fact. This material self-evident appeal carries with it other implicit appeals: This should not have happened; I do not accept this as a matter of course; I will not allow you to ignore it either; by building this shrine where I have, I am making my personal story public; I refuse to forget, and I refuse to let you forget either. In short, in addition to their explicit communication, they “say”: don’t let this happen to you or someone who loves you or someone you love—where “this” is not only the crash and the death but also the materially present grief and anguish that drives the construction of the shrine itself. And this is exactly where the memory politics of roadside shrines are located. For if they demand recognition of private loss in public, they also attempt to make their own grief public, to demonstrate their own attempts at sighting memory.

But in actively working to sight memory, roadside shrines are a material reminder not only of memory but of a structured forgetting. Kenneth Foote argues that the American landscape is “shadowed ground,” repeatedly inscribed, erased, and re-inscribed with acts of violence and tragedy, some of which are remembered extensively and many others which are forgotten—either through intentional suppression or by the slow erosion of neglect. The unspoken, invisible past traumas of car crashes haunt
the landscape of roadside America and the people who drive through it. Sometimes the materializations of these "shadows" are faint and easy to ignore, as in the ubiquitous but barely visible figures of the dented guardrail and the tree scar throughout the roadscape, or in the material history of past crashes inscribed in the dented bodies of vehicles driving alongside you on the road. When there is not a shrine to materially perform a memory of a death to passers-by, the roadscape can sometimes still remember the crash—contained in these even more subtle material reminders. The sites carry their memories more like a large-gauge wire is said to have a tensile memory: as a material representation and performance of its traumatic reshaping, with only limited access for passers-by to narratives about how or why the reshaping has occurred.

When these materializations of past crashes are incorporated into a larger shrine site—especially when they are accompanied by other material traces of the crash itself, such as burn patterns, skid marks, police outlines, and the ruins of crashed cars—tree scars, bent guardrails, and smashed car parts become spatial anchors that further materialize the traumatic content and form of a roadside shrine by speaking out of the material of the crash itself instead of speaking of the crash. Then, the shrine site becomes what Pierre Nora calls a "lieu de memoire"—a particular space where memory

both "crystallizes and secretes itself" in material form through multiple visual, material, and spatial means.61 However, unlike Nora's sites, shrine sites do not appear to be always already national sites. They remember citizens without a clearly collective identity in a space that by itself makes no apparent claim to collectivity as well.

Jörg Beckmann argues that "automobility 'works,' because its accidents are denied. Collective denial enables individual mobility."66 In a system where drivers' rights to autonomous mobility are not structured as conscious choices but are experienced as naturalized, taken-for-granted citizenship rights, the naturalizing of automobility in general and driving as a performative practice is dependent on denying the risks to self and others implied in the system from the beginning. Beckmann reasons that "if it wasn't the subject of denial, the wreck would simply be left in the ditch, as a testament to the dangerous aspects of driving along that particular stretch of road"—as a kind of memento mori displaying the risks of driving to discipline its drivers.67 Each time an accident scene is "cleansed" by police, EMS, and road crews, the evidence of the risk of driving is materially denied. By rendering evidence of the lack of safety invisible, the crash clean-up not only reasserts the discourse of safety but facilitates the discourse of automobility by reinforcing the structured forgetting of the everyday traumas embedded in automobility.68

However, this "cleansing" of road crashes does leave its own traces in the roadscape. At some shrine sites, the deathsite is not only represented by a shrine but also by markings on the road and roadside placed there by police investigators: spray-painted outlines of vehicles where they came to rest, spray-painted skid paths, and the resonant letters "POL," or Point of Impact. One day these markings will fade, but their presence is a clear reminder not only that a car crash happened, but also that it was significant enough to mobilize the state apparatus around building a theory of cause, effect, and blame. They remind us that an investigated car crash encodes a different kind of public memory: the official determination of personal responsibility and innocence represented in the police report, which, along with parallel insurance company investigations, seeks to render a public interpretation of the crash—especially when there are criminal and civil charges at stake. But this is not the kind of public I have in mind when I say that car crashes have the potential to form new collective memories. Indeed, the process of officially determining or denying responsibility is the most forceful neoliberal form of re-privatizing of death that can happen in the case of a car crash: whether through absolution or conviction of individual drivers, the official determination of cause always lets the culture off the hook.

PRESENTING MEMORY

Roadside shrines are places where strangers visually and materially encounter an "intimate resonance" of the person who died and the people who
build and maintain the shrines. Whatever else you know, you know that they were here, right where you drive by or where you stand—that they died here or they constructed a shrine here. The shrine provides material evidence of both. In this way, roadside shrines, by their very presence in the public right of way (and even more by their form and their content), inscribe the past in the present, the sacred in the profane, the private in the public. As they do, they bring the politics of affect into the discourse of automobility, challenging drivers to remember that the risks of automobility are inscribed into the apparatus itself.

Given this inscription, it is important to recognize that a car crash reveals both the breakdown and the apotheosis of automotive sociability—the collision of simultaneity that demands exchange, a crash of previously dispersed individual realities colliding into one another, a breakdown of one system and a breakthrough of another. And a shrine speaks of, to and from this dynamic, registering both a belief in and a betrayal by automobility: their location on the roadside presupposes that people in automobiles will see them in roadspace, which itself presupposes continuing automobility. As such, roadside shrines inscribe the landscape with affective, traumatic memory sites where memories intrude on our lives as drivers of public space unexpectedly, without us asking for them to do so, and they come in an evocative form, a visual/material/spatial form that shares with the language of dreams an iconicity that communicates visually and materially in excess of their explicit messages. Roadside car crash shrines take the “Museum of Accidents” to the accident sites themselves. They remind us that the trauma occurred, and they do so in a material context contiguous with the original context of the death.

For even if we do not know the narrative details, shrines on the side of the road insures that we remember that people die on the highways doing the exact thing we are doing when we see them: driving, going about the business of living everyday lives, believing in reaching a projected destination—believing, in short, that the future exists. After all, we can see the future up ahead, through the windshield, and we are driving into it, performing freedom and autonomy. But then again, the shrines are there to remind us that other drivers were doing the same thing when they died as well.
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